the time of the first Hermes (1796) there was no such
thing as a general official uniform for seamen of the
Royal Navy. But uniform dress for Naval officers had
been established by George II forty-eight years earlier.
The story is told that the King, influenced by his sight
of the Duchess of Bedford - wife of the then First Lord of
the Admiralty - chose blue and white for Naval officers
after viewing a parade of possible costumes. But blue
seems always to have been associated with the sea; the
men who, at the time of the Roman occupation of
Britain, manned the fast sailing craft maintained to
give intelligence of hostile vessels, wore blue.
By the time of the third Hermes (1803) a `customary
dress' had, however, come into general favour for the
men of the Navy - white trousers, blue jacket, tarpaulin
hat - and these articles could be drawn from the purser's
stores. But uniformity was not much encouraged. Some
captains introduced uniforms of their own design; and
expensive and eccentric some of them were. For inAT
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1798 Captain

Uniforms in
Illustrated by Lieutenant-Colonel H. A. BASS, Royal Marines

stance, even as late as 1820 the captain of the Harlequin
dressed his gig's crew as harlequins.
In 1857, three years after the sixth Hermes, a steam
sloop, had paid off, the Naval rating's uniform was at
last definitely established, based on the general pattern
of the dress most in use at the time. And it remains the
basis of the uniform in the Navy of today. There was one
curious omission in the regulations laid down; nothing
hard and fast was included about the form of shirt to be
worn and as late as 1880 the captain of one of HM ships
wrote `At present white shirts, coloured shirts, flannel
shirts, paper collars and false fronts present anything
but a uniform appearance'.
Changes in the uniform after 1857 were gradual. The
short blue jackets (worn over the jumper or frock) with
brass buttons disappeared in 1891; the frock went fifteen
years later - except in the case of those serving in the
Royal Yacht, who still wear them. The black tarpaulin
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1897 2nd class Petty Officer

1920 Midshipman
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1860 Commander
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hats went about the same time; the flannel (shirt) was
not replaced by a white cotton vest until 1938. In 1956
there were several `refinements'. Although the uniform
retained the traditional `square rig' of collar, jumper
and bell-bottomed trousers, it was given a new coatstyle, zip-fronted jumper and a smoother and even
harder wearing serge cloth was used. The trousers were
given side and hip pockets.
Naval officers' uniforms have likewise `moved with the
times', but always with the changes done gradually.
Originally rank was indicated by the shape and cut of
the lapels and cuffs. Distinctive embroidery on the
cuffs came in 1783, rows of gold lace following twelve
years later - for flag officers only. Gold lace for officers
below flag rank was introduced just a year before seamen got their first official uniform, and it was another
eight years before the upper row was `curled'. Shoulder
straps showing rank markings were not introduced
until 1891, only six years before the eighth Hermes, a
twin-screw protected cruiser, was laid down.
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present forming at RNAS LossieAtmouth
is the squadron, armed with
Vickers Supermarine Scimitars, which
will shortly embark in Hermes. The first
Scimitar unit, No. 803 Squadron, was
formed in 1958 and embarked with eight
aircraft and nine pilots in the Vickersbuilt carrier Victorious in September of
that year. In spite of early difficulties, to
be expected when operating a new and
complex aircraft from a new ship, the
Scimitar came through the often gruelling
tests of actual sea service with flying
colours. The Scimitar proved itself to be
a thoroughly reliable, robust and versatile
aircraft and has earned the unqualified
admiration and confidence of the pilots
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who fly it. The squadron now forming will
benefit from the accumulated experience
of No. 803 Squadron - the pioneers.
To tell something about flying the
Scimitar it is as well, first, to say something about the aircraft itself. The
Scimitar, the fastest and most potent
aircraft yet to enter service with the Royal
Navy, is 54 ft long, has a spread span of
37 ft and the tip of the fin
stands 17 ft above the deck.
Twin Avon engines gulp air
down two cheek intakes and combine to
give 22,500 lb thrust.
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The aircraft stands on a conventional
tricycle undercarriage whose oleos are of
massive proportions, and there is a no
less robust tail-skid to protect the after
end during catapult launches or landings
at excessive attitudes. Equally sturdy, is
the hook, which is fitted at the apex of a
retractable A frame the members of
which would well serve as railway lines.
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Buried in the capacious, whale-like
fuselage are four 30 mm guns, and four
universal pylons project beneath the
wing, for the carriage of 200 gallon drop
tanks, or any type of weapon up to 2,000
lb per pylon. The whole impression is of a
massive, robust and thoroughly aggressive
l ooking machine.
The cockpit is comfortable and roomy;
the general layout is excellent and all
controls come readily to hand. Instruments are easily read, with the exception
of the compass which, by tradition, is
placed behind the stick. With the aircraft
i n the static position, the pilot's eye is
some ten feet above the deck, and in the
landing attitude this is increased to
something approaching twenty feet above
the hook position. Visibility is slightly
restricted by high cockpit coamings and
by the windscreen frames which, in
keeping with the rest of the aeroplane,
are massive. However, it is perfectly
adequate for normal deck landing
purposes.
One of the more impressive sights at sea
today is that of a Scimitar squatting at an
attitude of 12° on the catapult, waiting to
be launched. Pilots accustomed to the less
extreme habits of Seahawks and Venoms

understandably tend to view the whole
performance with some apprehension at
first. However, it looks more forbidding
than it feels and the launch given by steam
boosters is considerably smoother than
was available with the earlier hydraulic
systems.
A speed up to 100-105 knots is attained
by the end of the 165 ft track and once
clear of the booster it is important to maintain incidence, particularly when underwing stores are carried. Any loss of attitude will cause the aircraft to descend.
Flap-blowing is always used for catapulting, since this markedly improves the longitudinal handling. Having cleared away
the undercarriage and flaps, the initial
climb is spectacular and performance
thereafter, lively. The pilot can satisfy his
curiosity about a passing vapour trail
remarkably soon after take-off.
Like the catapult launch, the business
of deck landing a Scimitar looks considerably more dramatic than it feels and, provided it is treated with the respect due to
a sophisticated aeroplane, the Scimitar is
a pleasant deck-landing machine. Aircraft
join the circuit in pairs from astern, flying
down the starboard side to break at fifteen
second intervals. The downwind leg is

established at 800 ft approximately a mile
on the port beam of the ship and, with
everything down except fuselage flap (not
forgetting to make the flap blow switch)
airspeed is reduced to between 160-165
knots. The deck does undoubtedly look
small from this position, in spite of the
extra area bestowed upon it by 9° angle.
Such space as there is appears to be entirely
filled with aircraft, deck landing machinery
and hurrying people.
The turn on to finals is made when about
abreast the stern. At the 90° point the
mirror comes reassuringly into view as an
amber blob and, with the height at 600 ft,
speed 10 knots above the touchdown speed
for the weight, everything is set for the
final approach. The pilot's concentration
is now entirely given over to the accurate
obedience of the mirror, small airspeed
corrections, and to lining-up with the
angled deck - all of which factors are
critical. The pilot has time just to note,
with slight surprise, that the deck or that
portion of it which is reserved for landing
- is, after all, clear.
If the mirror is correctly obeyed, the
hook will clear the roundown by about
9 ft and engage the second or third of a
niggardly total of four wires. With such a

With wings folded, their pilots standing by the aircraft, five 'Scimitars' are ready for inspection at Royal Naval Air Station, Lossiemouth
where the squadrons are working up

The `Scimitar' impressed visitors to Farnborough's air display. Particularly dramatic
were the formation aerobatics and landing by aircraft of 807 Squadron, Royal Navy.
small hook clearance, it is easily appreciated that by flying only slightly low on the
mirror there is a definite and unpleasant
possibility of snatching the hook out altogether, by engaging the solid ironmongery
of the roundown instead of a wire. Alternatively, the result of approaching too high
may well be a `bolter' or, for the pilot who
has his pride to consider, an uninhibited
last moment push forward on the stick in
a desperate effort to catch a wire. The
resulting rate of descent may well break
even the robust oleos of the Scimitar. In
such cases it is better to abandon the
approach altogether. Deceleration, once a
wire is caught, is rapid, but not unpleasant,
with a pull-out distance in the order of
250 ft as a rule.
Conditions are not, of course, always
ideal: for instance, the ship may be pitchi ng fairly violently and this will require the
pilot to interpolate a mean of the mirror
signals. Several factors may, individually
or in combination, reduce visibility drastcally. Funnel haze, for example, not only
reduces visibility but causes considerable
turbulence. Salt deposits on the windscreen
- or rain - may reduce visibility to practically nil, particularly when the ship
happens to be steaming up sun.
Having stopped, it remains for the pilot
to get out of the wires as
rapidly as possible, to clear
the deck for the next aircraft.
The landing interval aimed at is 45 seconds,
a limit imposed by the time taken for the
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wires to reset. Aircraft are parked with
wings folded in that noisy, windy and
crowded part of the deck forward of the
island known as Fly One. A series of marshallers direct the aircraft into this space
under the hypercritical eye of the Flight
Deck Officer.
Taxiing on a moving deck, particularly
when the ship is pitching, can sometimes be
a confusing experience, made no easier by
the unavoidable presence of scattered
patches of kerosene/sea water emulsion,
when the brakes are poor, if not useless.
To make maximum use of the very limited
space available, aircraft must be parked
within inches of each other and to achieve
this wheels are run out to the extreme deck
edge. When parking right forward, this
means that the cockpit may well project
out over the bow of the ship and there can
sometimes be an unpleasant illusion of
brake failure when the parking brake is
selected. The pilot, who can only see the
sea rushing past below him, sometimes
forgets for a ghastly moment that the ship,
and not the aeroplane, is moving. All
things considered, there is a need for much
vigilance.

DIRECTING THE AIRCRAFT
Room and enter. The first impresW
sion is of silence, darkness and bright
E

open the door of the Air Direction

lights; which sounds paradoxical but in
this case is not, really. At the far end of
the room is a massive board brightly lit by
ultra-violet light and showing numerous
rows of coloured figures, letters and
symbols. Even as we look at them, some
of them change as if by magic. While we
are looking at this board, or `tote', our
eyes become gradually accustomed to the
darkness and what have hitherto been
vague shadows begin to take shape.
There are several rows of consoles, each
one containing a radar screen and a
control panel. Above each console are
numerous key boxes which form a sort of
private telephone exchange for the operator who is sitting in front of the screen.
This, we soon see, is why the room is so
quiet, because all the conversation between operators is going on over this
telephone system, and each operator has a
pair of earphones and a microphone, or
mouthpiece, which rests comfortably in
front of his lips.
' But what are all these people doing?'
we ask our guide.
Rather than explain directly, he tells us
what is happening in the air above us, or
rather what will be happening in real life
when the Hermes is at sea with the Fleet.
Very soon after it has left the catapult,
and the temporary calm has returned to
the noise-shattered flight deck, a Scimitar
fighter aircraft fades into the blue, so far
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as the human eye is concerned. Whatever
the reason for which it took off, it is at
this moment that the ship's mighty radar
set, the type 984, without fear of contradiction the finest afloat in the world, picks
up the tiny echo, and the `comprehensive
display system' comes to life. The Intercept Officer controlling the aircraft tells
the pilot over the voice radio that he has
seen him and has him under control.
Meanwhile, to the accompaniment of
further crescendoes of noise, more
Scimitars have taken off, for an enemy
raid has been reported closing the Fleet.
Each Scimitar is detected and controlled
in the same manner. At the centre of the

The Command Staff position in the upper Operations Room, and (below) a course learns
the intricacies of the latest equipment during training in the lower Operations Room

organisation, the Direction Officer can see
on his screen the whereabouts of all these
aircraft and all the details about them
which he wants to know. On the screen,
too, he can see the approaching enemy
raid and he is soon rapping out orders to
his Intercept Officers; quietly though, and
from a few feet away we can hardly realise
that his decisions could mean life and
death - if this was war. `Intercept Officer 1
- take Bogy 23 - with 32 Leader!'
Intercept Officer 1 is a young Lieutenant
in the far corner, who is controlling the
Scimitar whose call sign over the radio is
`32 Leader'. He has been ordered to
intercept one of the approaching raid,
whose reference number in the system is
23. We move over behind him. He
crouches at his console, eyes on the screen,
but hands moving over a series of dials on
the electronic computer at his side, and a
stream of instructions pass out over his
voice radio to the fighter pilot. The Intercept Officer must try to visualise the scene
and put the Scimitar into a position from
which the enemy can be shot down.
While we have been watching this young
man, the Direction Officer has been passing similar orders to his other Intercept
Officers, and though there is hardly any
increase in the noise level, we can sense
a certain atmosphere of tenseness. Over
the Intercept Officer's shoulder we can see
the radar echoes of `Fighter' and `Bogy'
drawing closer together and the speed at
which they do so allows no room for the
smallest mistake. Finally there is a pause
in the instructions; then he reaches up for
the telephone key to the Direction Officer.
` 32 Leader, tally ho Bogy 23 sir!'
All very interesting and exciting, but
what of the rest of the Air Direction Room
team, which has made it possible for the
Direction Officer and the Intercept Officer
to make their decisions by providing them
with all the information they require:
what of the men who designed this
wonderful equipment: and, by no means
least, what of the men who built and
installed it? They all have reasons to be
proud of that `tally ho'.
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flying operations are in progress

in an aircraft carrier, the flying control position, or flyco, is a nerve centre
through which flows an unending stream
of orders and information, where rapid
decisions are made on which depend life
and limb, valuable aircraft and the operational efficiency of the ship.
In charge of flyco is Lieutenant-Commander Flying, who has two assistants,
a Chief Petty Officer to man the radio, and
a naval airman to keep a log of all events
and act as a communications number.
From his position in the flyco wing,
Lt-Cdr Flying can see if everything is
going according to plan. He can see the
catapults, the landing area and the airspace in the vicinity of the ship. Grouped
around him on sloping desks are instruments and controls essential for the safe
launching and recovery of aircraft. He
must know the relative wind speed and
direction, ship's course, setting of the
arrester wires and, for night flying, the
state of the lighting and position of the
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lifts. He must be able to operate the
mirror wave-off lights, the bolter pistols
which fire Verey lights to warn the pilot
if he misses all the wires when landing-on,
the telegraph to the arrester gear control

room which orders changes in pressure
settings, the crash alarm buzzer and the
crash floodlights switch. Two of the most
important controls are the switches for
changing the colour of the forward and
after traffic lights which are used to give
the orders to launch aircraft and to indicate that it is safe for aircraft to land-on.
There are also controls and instruments
for communications, consisting of direct
telephones and an array of microphones
and loudspeakers. Through these various
lines Lt-Cdr Flying can talk to all the most
important operational spaces in the ship
and can also broadcast to people on the
flight deck or talk to them over a magnetic
loop which enables them to hear messages
through personal receivers carried in their
pockets.
The main task of a warship is to work
up to an efficient state of preparedness for
war. For an aircraft carrier this means
flying to an intensive, planned programme
and participating in whatever exercises
may be arranged. A programme may call
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for non-stop day and night flying for
several days at a stretch. Then, throughout
the period, flyco is manned by Lt-Cdr
Flying, who is relieved for sleep by
Commander Air or another suitably
qualified officer.
Every endeavour is made to adhere to
the planned programme and to this end
the Aircraft Control Room Officer, knowing the position and serviceability of every
aircraft in the ship, issues orders listing
the individual aircraft to be used for each
serial in the flying programme. The aircraft
are ranged on the flight deck in positions
for taxiing to the catapults, or in positions for free take-off. The free take-off
aircraft must be given sufficient run to
become airborne safely. The minimum
distance necessary for this is calculated
for each launch by Lt-Cdr Flying, who
must know the weight of the aircraft and
must decide on the wind speed which will
be blowing over the deck at the time of
launch. He must confirm with the Captain
that it will be possible to Steam the ship
at the required speed at launching time.
The natural wind speed and the tactical
situation will govern this. Having ascertained the wind speed he refers to the performance figures for the aircraft and calculates the distance necessary for take-off.
Similarly, he must decide the speed at
which the catapults will launch the aircraft. Knowing the weight of the aircraft
and the wind speed which will be encountered, the performance figures for
each type will give the required end speed
for a safe launch. These figures are passed
to the Flight Deck Engineer Officer, who
then calculates the steam pressures required for the different aircraft in a launch.
Fifteen minutes before launching time
Lt-Cdr Flying broadcasts to briefing
rooms and flight deck `Aircrew man aircraft'. While the aircrew are strapping
themselves into their cockpits the planeguard helicopter is started up on orders
from flyco, its rotors engaged when the
traffic light goes to amber and on the green
it takes off. At the correct time prop-jet
aircraft are started by Lt-Cdr Flying's
orders over the broadcast and just before
launching time, the pure jets are started.
The Captain turns the ship so that she is
into wind at launching and her speed
is such that the relative wind speed over
the flight deck is the same as was used for
calculating take-off distances and end
speeds. During the turn into wind the

From the flying control position, Lt-Cdr Flying has a clear view of all aircraft movements
on the flight deck and in the air in the vicinity of the ship. He has at his disposal a full
range of technical aids to the smooth running of operational flying.

forward traffic light is put to amber and
the first aircraft are loaded on to the
catapult. A few seconds before launching
time, Lt-Cdr Flying, using his personal
intercom to the Captain, asks for permission to launch, and, receiving this
permission, turns the forward traffic light
to green. The Flight Deck Officer then
flags off the first two aircraft in rapid
succession and continues to launch the
remaining aircraft as quickly as possible.
Lt-Cdr Flying watches the wind speed and
direction to make sure they remain
constant. He also watches every other
factor affecting the launch and, should
anything go wrong, changes the traffic
light to red, which will stop the catapulting
drill.
As soon as the last aircraft has left the
catapult all obstructions are cleared away
and the after traffic light is set to green.
At this signal another officer flags off the
free take-off aircraft at suitable intervals.
Again, should anything go wrong or
should the wind drop, the red light is used
to cancel take off. Each launch is followed
immediately by a recovery. Lt-Cdr Flying
prepares the ship for this phase by passing
settings for the deck landing mirror sight
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to the Mirror Control Officer, and spline
valve settings to the arrester gear control
room. The wind speed, to give the aircraft
the correct entry speed into the wires, is
prearranged with the Captain and when
the deck is clear the after traffic light is
turned to green.
Every approach landing is watched
by Lt-Cdr Flying and if the deck is obstructed by the preceding aircraft, or
unprepared in any way, he illuminates the
wave-off lights and the approaching aircraft must go round again. If an aircraft
lands, but fails to engage a wire, he pushes
the button which fires the bolter pistols.
The pilot opens his throttles and takes off
again for another attempt.
When the type of aircraft landing-on
changes, new orders are passed to the
Mirror Control Officer and the arrester
gear control room. On completion of the
land-on the aircraft are refuelled, rearmed and re-spotted for the next launch.
Any which are unserviceable are struck
down and serviceable ones are brought
from the hangar to take their place.
During this turn-round time the aircraft
which have been launched are passed from
the local control radio frequency, opera-

